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Abstract

The onset of human disease by infection with SARS-CoV-2 causing COVID-19 has revealed 

risk factors for disease severity. There are four identified factors that puts one at high-risk for infection 

and/or mortality creating a disparity: age, comorbidities, race/ethnicity, and gender. Data indicate that 

the older a person is, and/or the presence of obesity and diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and 

chronic kidney disease place one at higher risk for COVID-19. In the United States, specific 

race/ethnicities, particularly African Americans and Native Americans, are strong COVID-19 risk 

components. Male gender has also emerged as a severity risk factor. For age and racial/ethnicities, 

the accumulation of health comorbidities are common precipitating mechanisms. In particular, 

underlying socioeconomic structures in the United States likely drive development of comorbidities, 

putting affected populations at higher risk for severe COVID-19. Sudden cardiac death triggered by a 

common sodium channel variant in African Americans with COVID-19 has not been evaluated as a 

cause for racial disparity. There is no evidence that racial/ethnic differences for COVID-19 are caused 

by ABO blood groups, use of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, or from amino acid 

substitutions in the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. There is growing evidence that androgen-enabled 

expression of ACE2 receptors and the serine protease TMPRSS2, two permissive elements engaging 

the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein for infection, may contribute to severe COVID-19 in men. Overall, 
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COVID-19 has generated disparities for who is infected and the severity of that infection. 

Understanding the mechanisms for the disparity will help nullify the differences in risk for COVID-19.

Introduction

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the infecting viral agent 

that causes coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), a predominant pulmonary syndrome consisting of 

pneumonitis and vascular endothelialitis with thrombosis [1,2]. SARS-COV-2 gains access to cells by 

binding the angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor enriched in nasal epithelial cells of the 

upper respiratory track, which then may spread to infect the ACE2-expressing type II alveolar cells in 

the lung [3,4]. While SARS-CoV-2 has its principle tropism for cells in the nasal passages and the 

lung, it can infect any cell that may express ACE2, including the liver, heart, and kidney [5]. The 

vascular endothelialitis observed with SARS-CoV-2 infection is more severe than that observed for 

H1N1 influenza and non-specific interstitial pneumonia, indicating an archetype unique for COVID-19 

[2]. However, infection with SARS-CoV-2 can range from asymptomatic (probably the most common) 

to severe COVID-19 disease and death [6]. 

As SARS-CoV-2 caused a worldwide pandemic and COVID-19 cases increased across the 

globe including into the United States (U.S.), there have been 4 major identified factors that puts a 

person a higher risk for infection and COVID-19. Age is a strong risk factor for COVID-19, with the 

older a person is, the higher the risk for severe disease and death. The presence of health co-

morbidities, including obesity and diabetes, cardiovascular disease, hypertension, asthma and chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and chronic kidney disease place one a higher risk for 

infection and COVID-19 [7]. In the U.S. and the United Kingdom (UK), specific races and ethnicities, 

particularly those of African descent and Native Americans, appear to be strong risk factors for 

infection and COVID-19 [8-12]. Additionally, male gender has emerged as a prominent risk factor for 

severe COVID-19 [7,12]. This review touches on these 4 risk factors for COVID-19 and the 

epidemiology and biology behind them for this new disease.

Age and health co-morbidities

As of October 2020, the U.S. has the highest number of reported COVID-19 cases in the 

world, with approximately 25% of all documented infections in a country with under 5% of the world’s 

population [13]. The U.S. Center for Diseases Control and Prevention (CDC) reports that all age 

groups can get infected, with 62% of all infections in the U.S. occur in people less than 50 years of 

age [7]. Children under the age of 18 years are a growing recognized reservoir for the virus, with 

African American and Latinx children making up the bulk of this reservoir [7,12,14]. Some children 
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may exhibit a described Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome that demonstrates dermatologic, 

gastrointestinal, kidney, and cardiac manifestations, likely from the combination of the virus infection 

and localized and systemic cytokine release [15,16]. Deaths from COVID-19 are vastly different from 

the age where the majority are infected, with 95% of all U.S. COVID-19 deaths occur in people over 

the age of 50 years [7,12]. A striking age trend for death is apparent, with the number of deaths in 

patients aged 85 years or older higher than those aged 75-84 years, and those 75-84 years of age 

demonstrating more deaths than those aged 65-74 years, which show more deaths than those aged 

55-64 years, and this last age group showing more deaths than those aged 45-54 years [12]. 

The CDC has posted several medical conditions that place a person at increased risk for 

COVID-19, including chronic kidney disease, COPD, immunocompromised state, obesity, 

cardiovascular disease, sickle cell disease, and type II diabetes mellitus [17]. Other co-morbid 

conditions may place one at increased risk and include asthma, cystic fibrosis, hypertension, 

cerebrovascular disease, dementia, liver disease, among others [17]. A knowledge-based network of 

COVID-19 morbidities crafted from literature curation show strong association with hypertension, 

chronic renal insufficiency, cardiovascular diseases, autoimmune diseases, and pulmonary 

hypertension, with relationships with genes such as interleukin-6, vascular endothelial growth factor 

alpha, and ACE2, all of which was linked to patients with four or more of the co-morbidities [18].

The best data on age and co-morbidities to date for COVID-19 come from studies in skilled 

nursing facilities. Evidence shows rapid transmission to residents of a skilled nursing facility within a 

2-week period, and also involving infection of some healthcare personnel and visitors to the facility 

[19]. The average age of residents was 83 years, with most having one or more comorbidities, 

including 67% with hypertension, 60% with cardiac disease, 41% with renal disease, 32% with 

diabetes, 31% with obesity and 32% with existing pulmonary disease, that put them at increased risk 

for SARS-CoV-2 infection [19]. There were 33.7% deaths for residents, compared to 6.2% for visitors 

and 0% for healthcare staff [19]. The extent of residents’ co-morbidities was in contrast to that for 

healthcare personnel (8% hypertension, 8% cardiac disease, 10% diabetes, 6% obesity, 0% renal 

disease) and visitors (12.5% hypertension, 19% cardiac disease, 18% obesity, 12.5% pulmonary 

disease, 6% diabetes, 12.5% renal disease) [19]. In another study which compared skilled nursing 

facility residents who became SARS-Co-V-2 positive versus residents who remained negative for the 

virus, residents who became virus positive were older (mean age 78.6 years vs 73.8 years) and had 

higher frequencies of co-morbidities, including chronic lung disease (38% vs 29%), cardiovascular 

disease (81% vs 61%), cerebrovascular accident (40% vs 29%), and cognitive impairment (58% vs 

46%) [6]. This study demonstrated that 56% of residents who tested positive were either pre-

symptomatic up to 6 days with the infection prior to onset of symptoms, or remained asymptomatic, 

contributing to rapid spread in the facility [6].
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The intermix of older age and the high prevalence of co-morbidities in this older population are 

difficult to disentangle as independent COVID-19 risk factors. One could hypothesize that the elderly 

population possesses weaker immunity contributing towards higher morbidity with COVID-19 when 

compared to younger populations [20]. Skilled nursing facilities, particularly early in the pandemic, 

lacked that availability of viral testing and lacked personalized protective equipment such as masks to 

stem viral transmission [21]. On the other hand, the presence of co-morbidities might be the key factor 

for SARS-CoV-2 infection in the elderly given its higher prevalence in this population. Isolating the 

effect of age from age-dependency of co-morbid factors using meta-regression of twelve COVID-19 

studies indicates a 2.7% increased risk for disease severity and 0% increased risk of death per year 

of age, compared to 5.2% increased risk for disease severity and 13.4% increased risk of death per 

year of age for crude analysis without adjusting for co-morbidities [22].

How might co-morbidities be a COVID-19 risk factor? Analysis of over 700 lung transcriptome 

samples of patients with severe COVID-19 and co-morbidities revealed higher ACE2 expression in 

those individuals compared to controls [18]. Another study in asthma patients revealed higher levels 

of ACE2 and the serine protease TMPRSS2, a permissive factor for the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, 

significantly elevated in collected sputum cells from male, African American, and diabetes patients, 

and patients with more than one co-morbidity [23]. Bioinformatic approaches indicate that tissue from 

patients using tobacco and/or have COPD, patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension, and patients 

with lung adenocarcinoma all reveal higher ACE2 expression as compared to normal tissue [18]. 

These studies strongly suggest that co-morbidities increase risk for SARS-CoV-2 infection and 

COVID-19 by increasing the expression of ACE2 and/or TMPRSS2 on host lung cells, heightening the 

permissiveness of viral infection and the chance for progressing to severe disease.

Race and ethnicity

The distribution of COVID-19 cases vary by race and ethnicity, with higher number of cases for 

African Americans and Latinx as compared to their population proportion in the U.S for 2020 [8]. 

Racial/ethnic distribution of COVID-19 deaths vary geographically across the 50 U.S. states, with an 

overall standardize mortality ratio of 3.57 (95% CI 2.84,4.48) comparing African Americans with White 

Americans, and 1.88 (95% CI 1.61, 2.19) comparing Latinx vs White [24]. Examining COVID-19 

deaths as a rate show similar data, with African American deaths at a rate of 88/100,000 population, 

Native American deaths at 73/100,000, Latinx deaths at 54/100,000, and White Americans at 

40/100,000 [25]. When compared to White Americans and adjusted for age, African Americans are 

3.6 times more likely, Native Americans 3.4 times more likely, and Latinx 3.2 times more likely to die 

from COVID-19 [25,26]. This disparity in COVID-19 deaths extends to all age groupings by decade. 

Even at younger ages when overall deaths from COVID-19 are low, African Americans and Latinx 
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patients exhibit higher death rates (e.g. age 25-34 years, African Americans and Latinx patients die 

6.4 and 4.3 times higher than White Americans) [26]. 

What drives this disparity? At present, there is no evidence for genetic or immune 

predisposition for COVID-19 by race or ethnicity. One study suggests that counties in the U.S. with 

higher and more diverse populations (higher percentages of Latinx, Asians, African Americans) have 

a higher rate of SARS-CoV-2 infection, whereas counties with grocery mobility (lack of food deserts) 

and work mobility associate with lower rates of infection [27]. Death from COVID-19 also varied by 

county, with lower deaths in counties with people who are college-educated, hold medical insurance, 

and have high incomes, and higher mortality among counties with higher poverty prevalence, 

Medicaid as health insurance, poor grocery mobility, and medical disability [27]. A pre-print study 

demonstrates the unequal distribution of pre-existing health co-morbidities by race and ethnicity as 

risk factors for COVID-19 [28]. The prevalence of co-morbidities increases with age, with African 

Americans showing the highest prevalence of multiple co-morbidities compared to Latinx and White 

Americans [28]. African Americans aged 45-64 years had 27%, 31%, 20% and 23% of 0, 1, 2, and 3 

co-morbid risk factors, respectively, compared to White Americans that had 41%, 31%, 15%, and 

13%, respectively [28]. For ages 65 years and older, African Americans had 9%, 27%, 25% and 40% 

of 0, 1, 2, and 3 co-morbid risk factors, respectively, compared to White Americans that had 20%, 

28%, 23%, and 29%, respectively, and Latinx that had 10%, 30%, 33%, and 28%, respectively [28]. 

Thus, based on high risk co-morbidities, African Americans seem to possess the higher risk for 

adverse outcomes from COVID-19 [29]. In a study involving nearly 6 million U.S. veterans, African 

American veterans were twice as likely to test positive for the SARS-CoV-2 even after adjusting for 

urban versus rural residence [30]. Several co-morbid conditions were associated with hospitalization 

and use of intensive care, but were not independently associated after adjusting for vital signs and 

laboratory data (suggesting that co-morbid conditions may be less prognostic than overall evidence of 

acute on chronic tissue injury based on laboratory abnormalities) [30]. 

The odds ratio for hospitalization for COVID-19 is about twice for African Americans compared 

to White Americans after adjustment for age, gender, residence, insurance plan, obesity, and 

Charlson Comorbidity Index score [9]. However, once hospitalized, the hazard ratio for death was 

similar between African Americans and White Americans [9]. Additional data evaluating 11,210 

hospitalized COVID-19 patients, of which 4,180 were African American, show African American 

patients were younger, more likely to have Medicaid insurance, and have higher scores on the 

Neighborhood Deprivation Index and Elixhauser Comorbidity Index; however, there was no difference 

in in-hospital mortality between African American and White American COVID-19 patients with 

adjustment for age, gender, insurance, co-morbidities, neighborhood deprivation, and site of care (HR 

0.93, 95% CI, 0.80, 1.09) [10]. These data suggest that while more African Americans may get 

infected and contract COVID-19, once hospitalized, the risk of death is no different than White 
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Americans in similar hospital settings. Parallel data from the UK Biobank demonstrate Black patients 

showed increased hospitalization for COVID-19 over White patients (OR 2.4; 95% CI 1.5,3.7) after 

adjusting for socioeconomic factors and cardiorespiratory co-morbidities [11]. UK Biobank participants 

with a greater Townsend Deprivation Index (composite of employment status, car or home ownership, 

and household crowding) were at substantially higher risk for COVID-19 hospitalization, similar to that 

observed with lower self-reported household income [11].

The racial/ethnic disparity for COVID-19, as observed in both the U.S. and UK, appear to have 

its origins in systemic structural disadvantages for this population which set up the development of co-

morbidities, with this population ultimately disproportionately acquiring high risk factors for COVID-19 

(Figure 1). For instance, African Americans on average have lower college attainment compared to 

White Americans, and are disproportionately represented among “essential” workers among the food, 

janitorial, and transportation industries, and were exempted from shelter-in-place mandates during 

surges of COVID-19 spread [31]. Disadvantages in housing (large number in household for house 

size, low income neighborhood location, etc.) are more prevalent in African American communities 

which undermine social distancing efforts, and African Americans are 3 times more likely to use public 

transportation on a regular basis when compared to White Americans [32]. With lower average 

household income from “essential” and/or low paying jobs, racial/ethnic minorities are more likely to 

take a pay cut or lose their job because of the pandemic, and over 70% of Latinx and African 

Americans do not have any “rainy day” funds to cover 3 months of living expenses compared to 47% 

of White Americans [33]. Residing in a low-income neighborhood is more associated with grocery 

store deserts, and accelerates the use of tobacco, alcohol, and low physical activity [34].These 

consequences, in turn, change the biology and physiology of the person’s health through changes in 

the microbiome and levels of localized inflammation and compromised immunity, increasing risk for 

cancers, obesity, diabetes, asthma and COPD, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, and chronic 

kidney disease (Figure 1). These medical conditions are the exact conditions that have been shown 

to place one at higher risk for mortality from COVID-19. In turn, COVID-19 has highlighted and 

exacerbated these inequalities in the U.S. and abroad.

Use of ACE inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers

Hypertension and kidney disease are more prevalent among African Americans potentially 

making this group more susceptible to severe COVID-19, and this population and others may be 

medicated with ACE inhibitors or angiotensin-receptor blockers (ARBs) [35]. There have been 

conflicting studies in animal models and in small patient studies on the effect of ACE inhibition on 

increasing ACE2 expression, and in theory, provides a potential vehicle for increased SARS-CoV-2 

infectivity for patients on ACE inhibition therapy [36]. ACE inhibitors and ARBs in their clinical use 

affect the activity of ACE1 but there is no real evidence of an effect on ACE2 activity [36]. While the 
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overall use of ACE inhibitors and ARBs are more frequent among COVID-19 patients due to the 

prevalence of hypertension and cardiovascular disease in the population, two studies show that there 

is no increased risk for SARS-CoV-2 infection with the use of ACE inhibitors or ARBs, with an 

adjusted OR of 0.96 (95% CI 0.87-1.07) for ACE inhibitors and 0.95 (95% CI 0.86-1.05) for ARBs 

[37,38]. Thus, there is no association with use of ACE inhibition or ARBs for COVID-19 infection or 

severity, and is not a contributor for any racial/ethnic disparity.

Use of hydroxychloroquine and sudden cardiac death

There appears to be no benefit of hydroxychloroquine in treating or preventing COVID-19; it is 

not recommended for this use [39,40]. However, thousands of patients received hydroxychloroquine 

in the early parts of the pandemic. 

The common SCN51-encoded NAv1.5 sodium channel variant p.Ser1103Tyr-SCN5A is 

associated with increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death. Hypoxia, an 

exaggerated immune response, and direct myocardial injury can trigger sudden cardiac death in 

people with this variant. The p.Ser1103Tyr-SCN5A variant is found almost exclusively in individuals of 

African descent, with 1 in 13 (8%) of African Americans possessing this variant [41]. This group may 

be at substantial risk of potentially lethal ventricular arrhythmias due to the coalescence of: (a) 

intrinsic genetic susceptibility with the p.Ser1103Tyr-SCN5A variant, (b) use of QTc-prolongating 

drugs such as hydroxychloroquine as a treatment for COVID-19, and (c) generation of hypoxemia and 

cytokine storm from COVID-19 that in itself elevates arrhythmia risk [41]. While the use of 

hydroxychloroquine has abated with failed benefit demonstrated by clinical trials, the contribution of 

the p.Ser1103Tyr-SCN5A variant to any early excess African American COVID-19 deaths has not 

been studied.

ABO blood groups

A European genome wide association study of 1980 patients with COVID-19 and respiratory 

failure demonstrated the ABO blood group locus at chromosome 9p34.2 was significantly associated 

with COVID-19 (P<5x10-8) [42]. Further, blood group specific analyses showed that persons with 

blood group A was correlated with COVID-19 (OR 1.45, 95% CI 1.2-1.75) whereas persons with blood 

group O was relatively protected from COVID-19 (OR 0.65, 95% CI 0.53-0.79) [42]. Similarly, a 

Chinese study demonstrated higher COVID-19 risk with persons of blood group A (OR 1.21, 95% CI 

1.02-1.43 for blood group A and OR 1.48, 95% CI 0.97-2.24 for blood group AB), no risk for persons 

with blood group B (OR 1.09, 95% CI 0.98-1.22) and reduced risk for persons with blood group O (OR 

0.67, 95% CI 0.60-0.75) [43]. However, these findings would not explain any racial/ethnic disparity for 

COVID-19. African Americans have less blood group A and more blood group O than White 
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Americans [44]. Thus, blood group would not be considered a determinant for any racial/ethnic 

propensity for COVID-19.

SARS-CoV-2 virulence

There is evidence for higher patient fatality from COVID-19 in patients who carry a substitution 

in the S protein of SARS-CoV-2 (D614G), suggesting an increase in virulence [45]. This and other 

substitutions and mutations within SARS-CoV-2 have not been evaluated to date for gender, race or 

ethnicity prevalence, and thus at present does not contribute any evidence towards disparity.

Gender and SARS-CoV-2 infection

Data from Europe and the U.S. indicate that men and women equally are likely to contract 

COVID-19; however, men are 1.5 times more likely to be hospitalized, are twice likely to be in an 

intensive care unit, and have 1.7 times the overall rate of death [7,12,46-48]. Specifically, the rate of 

death for men less than 50 years of age are 2.5 times that of women, and men age 50-59 years have 

3.2 times the rate of death of women [48]. 

What might be driving this gender difference in COVID-19 deaths? There is growing evidence 

that the interplay between the virus and host expression factors provide a rationale for gender 

disparity. SARS-CoV-2 utilizes its spike (S) protein to recognize and interact with human ACE2 

receptors as the critical step to infecting human cells. To gain entry into human cells, SARS-CoV-2 is 

benefited by simultaneous human expression of the serine protease TMPRSS2, which primes the S 

protein for fusogenic activity with the ACE2 receptor, promoting virus entry into host cells [1,3,4]. 

TMPRSS2 is expressed in several tissues including the prostate, lung, the gastrointestinal tract, and 

the urinary tract [49,50], and is heavily co-expressed with ACE2 in specific nasal epithelial and 

respiratory cells lining bronchi and the lung (type II alveolar cells) providing the grounds for COVID-19 

to principally be a pulmonary infection syndrome [3,4]. TMPRSS2 is regulated by androgens, raising 

the hypothesis that the observed male predominance with severe COVID-19 disease could be 

explained by androgen regulation of TMPRSS2, as the promoter of TMPRSS2 contains an androgen 

response element [50-52]. This notion has been exemplified in men with prostate cancer where the 

most frequent somatic alteration identified is fusion of TMPRSS2 with erythroblast transformation-

specific (ETS) transcription factors such as ERG (also ETV1, ETV4, ETV5 and FLI1) leading to 

androgen-dependent overexpression of ERG to drive prostate cancer in the presence of androgens 

[52]. ACE2 expression can also regulated by androgens, and this regulation of expression of both 

ACE2 and TMPRSS2 might contribute to the observed gender differences [51]. As an example, 

specific strains of influenza rely on TMPRSS2 to activate virus hemagglutinin [53] and testosterone 

modifies influenza activity in animal models [54], providing a theoretical blueprint for this possibility for 
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COVID-19 pathogenesis and severity. In examining total lung tissue as well as individual respiratory 

cell types, the overall expression of TMPRSS2 was not different between men and women overall or 

in any cell type [49]. However, there was differential expression for ACE2, with men expressing more 

in the type II alveolar cells, and showing significant increased co-expression of both TMPRSS2 and 

ACE2 in type II alveolar cells in men over women [49]. The androgen regulation of these two host 

virulence factors for SARS-CoV-2 suggests sexual dimorphism for viral entry [46]. The higher 

expression in TMPRSS2 and ACE2 in male respiratory cells as regulated by androgens may facilitate 

more opportunity for the virus to take hold, and with infection of type II alveolar cells, set up severe 

infection in the lung [4]. Clinical trials using already U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-

approved TMPRSS2 inhibitors have been initiated to assess if these drugs prevent or slow SARS-

CoV-2 infection [55]. Early reports from men with prostate cancer on androgen deprivation therapy 

(ADT) compared to men with prostate cancer not on ADT suggests a marked reduction in SARS-CoV-

2 infection, with a rate of 8/10,000 infected for men on ADT, and 31/10,000 infected for men not on 

ADT [51]. This data supports the notion that androgens accentuate SARS-CoV-2 infection. Hyper-

androgenic conditions such as patients with acne, androgenetic alopecia, polycystic ovaries, or 

patients on androgen therapy have not been evaluated to date for their potential higher risk to COVID-

19.

It should be noted that while TMPRSS2 expression by androgens might explain gender 

differences for severe COVID-19, it does not explain any racial or ethnic differences. The highest 

prevalence of the somatic TMPRSS2-ERG fusion in prostate cancer is among White American 

(~50%) and Indian Asian men (49%) as compared to men with African (25-30%) or non-Indian Asian 

(10-20%) ancestry [56-58], although this does not address any germline differences. The androgen 

response element, the key part of the TMPRSS2 (and other androgen responsive genes) promoter 

where androgens bind, is polymorphic showing variation in the length of CAG trinucleotide repeats, 

and this length variation can dictate the transcriptional activity and resistance to androgens [59-61]. 

Non-Hispanic White men have longer CAG repeat lengths compared to African American men, and 

the highest risk for advanced stage prostate cancer was with men with shorter repeats [59-61]. The 

length polymorphism is also associated with male pattern baldness [61,62]. At present, there is no 

direct evidence for androgen response element length variations and infection of SARS-CoV-2 as this 

has not been investigated to date as a contribution to both gender and racial variation in severity of 

COVID-19.

Other potential COVID-19-driven disparities

Delay of acute care
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Data from Italy indicate that during the COVID-19 pandemic surge, the number of out-of-

hospital cardiac arrests was 30% lower than identical times the previous year [63]. Similarly, data from 

California show that about one-third less patients were hospitalized for acute myocardial infarction 

during the COVID-19 surge as compared to the prior year [64]. These data may indicate that overall 

there is less presentation to emergency rooms for cardiac conditions out of COVID-19 fear, with 

avoidance of hospitals and emergency rooms. Similarly, data for stroke evaluations, which may be 

seen in patients with uncontrolled hypertension and cerebrovascular disease, dropped over 30% 

during the COVID-19 surge then began to return to baseline after the surge [65]. In total and on top of 

government-guided reduction in elective medical care, avoidance of acute emergent care also 

occurred. This aspect has not been examined to date based on race and ethnicity and those 

medically-underserved; the severity of the avoidance could be more acute and sustained in areas 

where safety-net services are already challenged and become more financially restrained as a result 

of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Delay of preventive cancer screening

Screening for cancer is a cornerstone for reducing morbidity and mortality from cancer, as it 

identifies lesions in a precursor state or early stage when curability is probable [66]. With the COVID-

19 surge in March and April 2020 in the U.S., the number of mammograms to screen for breast 

cancer dropped 89.2%, and the number of colorectal cancer screenings dropped 84.5% [67,68]. This 

decrease was largely driven by government recommendations to reduce elective non-emergent 

procedures in order to preserve personalized protective equipment. The long-term consequences of 

this cancer screening delay depends on how fast providers and the community return to historical 

screening trends. A conservative estimate based on just a 6-month delay in breast and colorectal 

cancer screening from pre-COVID-19 trends indicate 10,000 cumulative excess deaths from these 

two cancers alone over the next decade [69,70]. With a disparity that existed pre-COVID-19 for 

screening rates for African Americans as compared to White Americans for some cancers [66,71], it is 

likely that the disparity may be exacerbated with COVID-19 with long-lasting consequences for cancer 

incidence and mortality [70,72].

Food insecurity

Globally, the poorest households spend up to 70% of income on food. Loss of employment as 

a result of the pandemic-induced recession can worsen the ability of these households to buy food. 

Across the world as well in the U.S. with the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a decline in food 

production (reduction in labor, need for social distancing) as well as supply chain interruption (e.g. 

meat packing plants). Furthermore, interruption of public schools, where several low-income students 
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obtain 1 or 2 of their daily meals, may affect the nutrition of students. All of these changes 

disproportionately affect low-income populations, compounding multiple disparities [73].

Conclusion

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted 4 major risk factors for disease: age, 

pre-existing health co-morbidities, gender, and race/ethnicity (Table 1). Co-morbidities may be the 

dominant factor for risk of COVID-19 as one ages, and if one is African American, Latinx, or Native 

American. For male gender, there is evidence emerging for androgen-driven expression of TMPRSS2 

and ACE2 that enable infection and sustained foothold of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. These same host 

virulence factors appear elevated in patients with co-morbidities, such as COPD, pulmonary 

hypertension, diabetes, and in African Americans with asthma to put them at higher risk for COVID-19 

severe disease. 

In many ways, the racial/ethnic disparities observed with COVID-19 may start from 

socioeconomic inequities that enter a single vulnerability cycle starting with the development of co-

morbidities that ultimately increase ACE2 and TMPRSS2 expression, both of which elevates one’s 

susceptibility for COVID-19 that can lead to severe illness or death (Figure 2). If one survives, an 

already disadvantaged person may become more vulnerable from potential after-effects of COVID-19 

with job loss and/or reduction in income, or consequences from other separate acute or chronic 

illnesses or co-morbid exacerbations such as with cancer, cardiovascular disease and kidney disease, 

making them more socio-economically disadvantaged fulfilling a more sustained, recurrent and futile 

cycle (Figure 2). At present, there is no evidence for any genetic or immunologic predisposition for 

the racial and ethnic disparity for COVID-19, and there is no predilection based on blood groups, use 

of ACE inhibitors or ARBs, or SARS-CoV-2 virulence. Additional and widened disparities facilitated by 

COVID-19 may include delays in acute urgent care, food insecurity, and reduced cancer screenings 

followed by increased deaths from cancer. An understanding of these mechanisms for disparities 

produced and/or accentuated by the emergence and surge of COVID-19 should aid in strategic 

approaches to mollifying or nullify these differences.
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Tables

COVID-19 Risk 

Factor

Attribute for Risk Driver for Risk

Age  Older age

 62% of infections occur in <50 years of age

 95% of deaths occur in >50 years of age

 Age versus presence of 

age-related co-

morbidities

Co-morbidities  Diabetes

 COPD

 Chronic kidney disease

 Hypertension

 Cardiovascular disease

 Obesity

 Presence of co-

morbidities

 Co-morbidity-induced 

increase in ACE2 and/or 

TMPRSS2 expression

Race/ethnicity  African American or African ancestry

 3.6 X deaths vs White Americans

 Native American

 3.4 X deaths vs White Americans

 Latinx

 3.2 X deaths vs White Americans

 Structural systemic 

socioeconomic 

disadvantages

 Development and 

presence of co-

morbidities

Gender  Male  Androgen-driven ACE2 
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 1.7 X deaths vs female and/or TMPRSS2 

expression

Table 1. Summation of COVID-19 major risk factors and their drivers for risk.

Figure Legends

Figure 1. Connections and consequences of socioeconomic disparities in the development of 

health co-morbidities, making a population at high risk and more susceptible to COVID-19. 

Patterned after Carethers JM and Doubeni CA. Causes of socioeconomic disparities in colorectal 

cancer and intervention framework and strategies. Gastroenterol 2020;158:354-367.

Figure 2. Schematic for vulnerability cycle for COVID-19 infection and consequences that 

intertwines and intersects with the vulnerability cycle for socioeconomic inequalities and 

consequences.  Persistent, prolonged socioeconomic inequalities set up the development of health 

co-morbidities as one ages, causing increased expression of SARS-CoV-2 host virulence factors that 

increase one’s susceptibility for severe COVID-19 illness or death as a single cycle (black directional 

arrows). Survival from COVID-19 may worsen socioeconomic conditions through job loss or reduction 

in income, further perpetuating a separate cycle that involves ongoing exacerbation of age-related 

existing co-morbidities that can also sustain or fuel further socioeconomic disadvantage (purple 

directional arrows).
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